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6 Studios
In House Lighting Hire
In House Digital Hire
Event Space // Outdoor Space
Loft Studios is a boutique studio
complex in west London, providing
6 fully serviced studio spaces and
equipment hire for photographic/
film shoots and events. Our 5
interlinking spaces and 2 large
secluded courtyards are available
for hire in our refurbished Victorian
warehouse. Spread over 17,500 sq
ft, the interconnecting spaces and
2 large, secluded courtyards can be
adapted to meet any requirement.
We strive for detail and excellence,
adhering to a simple ethos – the
client always comes first. With
a small and intimate team of
experienced professionals, we
aim to make sure that every
moment in our spaces are
unique while providing support
along every step of way.

Studio 1

Studio 1 has east and west facing
windows with overhead skylights
for daylight shoots. There is a large
styling room behind the cove,
separate kitchen/diner, oak flooring
throughout, exposed brickwork
and high vaulted ceilings with
black steel A-frames. Studio 1
connects to Studio 2 and 4 from
either end of the studio and can
be combined for larger shoots.

» Length: 13.30m

» Separate styling room

» Width: 7.74m

» Iron + Iron board

» Height max: 5.80m

» Rails + Hangers

» Height min: 3.00m

» iMac

» Height at beam: 3.00m

» Fibre Wi-Fi

» Total Area: 106.60m²

» Speakers with Aux connection
» Kitchen / Diner in separate room
» 1x 63A, 3x 32A, 4x 16A Distro Board

Studio 2

Studio 2 is situated on the first
floor with a private entrance
from the courtyard. It connects
to studios 1 and 3 and can be
hired as a combination for larger
shoots. The studio has south and
west facing windows and overhead
skylights. There is a large styling
room behind the cove with hair
backwash, oak flooring, exposed
brickwork and high vaulted ceilings
with black steel A-frames.

» Length: 17.30m

» Separate styling room

» Width: 7.60m

» Iron + Iron board

» Height max: 5.80m

» Rails + Hangers

» Height min: 3.00m

» iMac

» Height at beam: 3.00m

» Fibre Wi-Fi

» Total Area: 127.80m²

» Speakers with Aux connection
» Kitchen / Diner open planned
» 1x 63A, 3x 32A, 4x 16A Distro Board

Studio 3

Studio 3 has a large cove and is on
the ground floor with good access
for large sets and props. The floor
is concrete painted grey, and the
walls have exposed brickwork,
and can be completely blacked
out. Studio 3 is situated below
studio 2 and can be combined
together for larger shoots.

» Length: 12.80m

» Styling bench

» Width: 7.60m

» Iron + Iron board

» Height: 3.40m

» Rails + Hangers

» Total Area: 98.00m²

» iMac
» Fibre Wi-Fi
» Speakers with Aux connection
» Kitchen facilities
» 1x 63A, 3x 32A, 4x 16A Distro Board

Studio 4

Studio 4 is the largest studio, laid
out in a L shape, allowing for extra
client space with the option of
multiple shooting areas.A blank
canvas, with original floorboards,
exposed brickwork, high vaulted
ceilings with wooden A-frames.
The studio has north, east and
west facing windows, creating
abundant daylight. Studio 4 is
connected to studio 1 and can
be combined for larger shoots.

» Length: 5.80m

» Styling bench

» Width: 7.7m

» Iron + Iron board

» Height max: 5.80m

» Rails + Hangers

» Height min: 3.00m

» Fibre Wi-Fi

» Height at beam: 3.00m

» Speakers with iPod connection

» Total Area: 252.90m²

» Kitchen / dining facilities
» 3x 63A single phase, 1x 63A 3 phase

Studio 5

Studio 5 is a blank canvas with
polished concrete floors and
high ceilings.The L-shaped layout
also has a large cove with easy
drive in access. Studio 5 and 4
are connected by interior and
exterior staircases. Studio 5
connects directly to the daylight
studio through large concertina
doors, which are ideal for large
set builds, props and for hiring in
conjunction as an outdoor location.

» Length: 21.9m

» Styling bench

» Width: 7.7m

» Iron + Iron board

» Height: 3.40m

» Rails + Hangers

» Total Area: 232.00m²

» Fibre Wi-Fi
» Speakers with Aux connection
» Kitchen / dining facilities
» 3x 63A single phase, 1x 63A 3 phase
» Steamer

Daylight Studio

Situated in a private courtyard and
covered ¾ with a light diffusing
roof. There is abundant south
facing daylight. High walls offer
wind protection and heaters are
available. Adjoining studios 4 & 5,
it can be rented with any of our
studios. A power board is available
for extra lighting. The painted
white brick wall can be used as
a backdrop or there’s a range of
coloramas and flats in-house.

» Length: 12.8m

» Styling bench

» Width: 8.1m

» Iron + Iron board

» Height: 3.80m

» Rails + Hangers

» Total Area: 106.70m²

» Fibre Wi-Fi
» Speakers with Aux connection
» Kitchen / dining facilities
» 3x 63A single phase, 1x 63A 3 phase
» Steamer (chargeable extra)

Suite 1
Suite 1 is connected to Studio
1 on our first floor creating a
convenient green room, extra
styling or dining area. Alternatively
it can also be used for meetings,
interviews or conferences.

The Suites

Suite 2
Suite 2 is located above our cafe
which is a perfect room to hire
in conjunction with the Daylight
Studio. Additionally Suite 2 can
be used for castings, as a green
room or extra styling area as well
as dining, meetings, presentations,
interviews or conferences

Suite 3
Suite 3 is located parallel to Suite
2 and can be used along side
Suite 2 and the Daylight Studio.
The room is an open planned
space with a lounge area and a
connected meeting room. The
Suite is supplied with High Speed
Wi-Fi and is located in arms reach
to our Cafe located downstairs.

Catering

Shoot Catering
POW Food are the highly
experienced, pioneering and
creative Wellness Food caterer
proudly serving Loft Studios. Our
daily curated menu’s have been
designed by Nutritionists and
created by Chefs. Each delicious,
highly nutritious option is seasonal,
vibrant and we can accommodate
any dietary request to ensure that
every client is well catered for.
Working with a conscious approach,
we ensure that all of our suppliers
and partners have an aligned ethos.
Our ingredients are responsibly
sourced and of the highest quality
and we prepare and cook the food
using unique techniques to remove
any pesticides and contain as much
nutritional value as possible. Each
option is enriched with valuable oils,
nootropics and efficient plant
proteins to enhance the nutritional
value in the most efficient way.

Location Catering
POW also accommodates
Shoots on Location, delivering
delicious food to your required
area creating nutritious and
balanced meals, stress free.

Events Catering
Fresh, Seasonal & Exceptional!
Our event catering is simply the
most innovative and exciting
culinary experience available.
We work with a number of hand
picked preferred suppliers to
ensure we offer you the perfect
match for all your catering, styling
& budget requirements.
TESTIMONIAL
“Thanks for helping us pick the
perfect food!! Honestly, our guests
keep banging on about how incredible
the food was! Thanks for all the finer
details and bringing everything
together so perfectly. Every detail,
including all the little things at our
tastings, were just what we wanted."
Ebony & Alistair - Wedding inJuly
2018

events@loftstudios.co.uk

We offer a truly unique in-house
experience allowing you the
stress-free solution of having to
deal with just one organizer. With
in-house AV packages, a prokitchen and bar services on site we
offer a professional and seamless
production. From high-end
corporate events and weddings, to
fun loving parties and celebrations,
we cater for all shapes and sizes..

Events

Corporate
If you are looking for an out of the
box corporate environment, Loft
Studios could be the venue for
you. Our versatile blank canvas
spaces offer the ability to be
transformed to suit your brand.
One of our dedicated event
managers will look after you from
initial brief to final delivery.

Celebrations & Weddings
Celebrate in style, whether its
an after party, wedding or the
coming of age at a bar mitzvah, our
team will make it unique. We can
cater for elaborate productions as
well as low key celebrations with
the ability to work to any brief.
Our event producers can assist
with your vision or provide all the
creative elements you require.

With many years of producing
in-house events, Loft Studios also
offer you creative production and
team building concepts to help
you with the smooth runningof
your event. With full on site
AV production design services,
our experienced team excels in
making your ideas a reality.

Loft Studios provides in-house,
bespoke set design, building service,
construction and paint shop. All
sets can be designed and built in the
studios. A selection of stock panels
and flatage can be covered and
finished to suit all budgets, offering
a range of colour painted finishes,
wall-papering and cladding options.

» In-house bespoke set build and
design
» Workshop offering carpentry and
building services
» Flats and floor options
» Room sets
» Paint shop
» Plinths and cube hire
» Prop and furniture hire

Set Build

» Available on location

london@filmplus.com

Film Plus London

FilmPlus London is the sister
company to Loft Studios and
provides a bespoke rental
service for lighting, grip, digital
and video equipment available
for both the photographic,
video and film markets.

Our range of lighting includes
Profoto & Broncolor Flash, Arri
HMI, Kino Flo, Dedo & LEDs.
Grip, Stands, Distribution, Scrims,
Reflectors and Generators are
available to compliment our lighting.
Our equipment is new and well
maintained by our experienced
lighting technicians. Van drivers
also double as lighting technicianas
if you have any questions about
kit delivered on location.

Our digital capture packages are
custom designed for each shoot,
using only the latest technology.
Our digital techs are experienced
in digital capture, re-touching,
trouble shooting, file management,
and have excellent interpersonal
skills. We’re constantly researching
and upgrading our hardware. With
a knowledeable team of producers
and technicians available 24/7.

Our ever evolving video department
consists of cutting edge camera
systems, customised support
rigs, sound, grip, lighting and
generators. We are constantly
adapting to the latest technology
and our clients’ demands.

ibiza@filmplus.com

Film Plus Ibiza

FilmPlus Ibiza is a bespoke,
premium production service that
believes in fostering personal
relationships with all of our clients.
Offering end-to-end production
in Ibiza and Formentara, our aim
is to support and help our clients
realise their true creative vision.

We take great steps to protect
and invest in our clients,
providing a one-stop shop for
all your production needs, at
the most competitive rates.
With over 15 years in the business,
our aim is to work collectively with
our clients and provide the best
technical, creative and multilingual
talent available, while at the same
time we pride ourselves on making

sure our customer is on-budget
and fully prepared for each shoot
and that their shooting experience
is as stress-free as possible.
We can tailor to all budgets
and requirements, so if you’d
like to discover the benefits of
working with us, please send
your brief to our team and we’ll
be happy to offer up advice
and send over a free quote.

